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ABSTRACT

A new synthetic scattering function aimed at the description of the interaction of ther-
mal neutrons with molecular solids has been developed. At low incident neutron energies,
both lattice modes and molecular rotations are specifically accounted for, through an expan-
sion of the scattering law in few phonon terms. Simple representations of the molecular dy-
namical modes are used, in order lo produce a fairly accurate description of neutron scattering
kernels and cross sections with a minimum set of input data. As the neutron energies become
much larger than that corresponding to the characteristic Debye temperature and to the rota-
tional energies of the molecular solid, the 'phonon formulation' transforms into the traditional
description for molecular gases.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of new projects to build intense neutron sources, and the requirement of
copious fluxes of long wavelength neutrons, a revived interest in the development of a new
generation of cold neutron sources has prompted an intense wave of efforts all around 11-5|.
Obviously, that means improving our present knowledge on existing materials and the devel-
opment of new ones, in order to achieve higher levels of performance. Most likely, some of
those new cryogenic moderators will consist of molecular systems in solid form.

In this work we will discuss a new prescription for the interaction of slow neutrons with
molecular solids, to produce the new Synthetic Model for Molecular Solids (SMMS). The ba-
sic ideas of this new model were already introduced [6,7], and they are related to previous
work done on conventional solids [8]. In essence, our SMMS uses a more realistic description
of the dynamics at low energies than the original Synthetic Scattering Function |9], and
switches over that formalism at higher neutron energies. Bearing in mind that our primary in-
terest is the description of neutron scattering by cryogenic moderators, most usually
composed of hydrogenous molecules, coherent effects are not discussed here.



2. THH CASH OF MOLKCULAR SOLIDS

An approximate density of stales is used to represent the actual dynamics of the
molecular solid:

Z(ffi) = «1Z l(ffl)+ ci,.Zl.{(ti)+ «,.Z,.(ffl); «,arc relative weights.

Under ihe assumption of no coupling between modes, the intermediate scattering function is

xiQs) = ZSQJ)-X,(QJ)XAQJ)

where each of the factors is further assumed to satisfy the Gaussian approximation

= s,r ,v

and the time-dependent mean-square displacement ){i) is given by

y(t) = f [(«(«) +1}^'" + n(O))e""]dO) = Y a j , l
o

with n{a>) being the occupation number. Phonon expansion of the intermediate scattering
functions:

where 2W = y (0) , — = —- and the asscK'iated scattering laws are given by
1 2M, ' M, M

The complete scattering law is calculated as

S(Q,(O)=—
2m

The approximated form in the second line is obtained by assuming that the energies of
the intramolecular vibrations are too high to be excited either thermally or by collisions under
our working conditions (cryogenic temperatures, low incident neutron energies).
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To describe the slow-neutron cross sections, we include up to three phonon terms in the
inelastic scattering law:

p\ h f^ k\ h

AW W i ,
\ ,.G,'" ®G\n

where the terms inside curly brackets denote the convolution products of the spectral
functions G(a>), contributing to processes involving two and three phonons.

Components of the frequency spectrum

We introduce here explicit forms for the components of what we call a 'Synthetic
Frequency Spectrum" (SFS).

A) Lattice modes

The dynamics of the solid lattice is represented by the Debye model:

ZK(a>) = 3ftr la], (<o<(Oi); = 0 otherwise)

where the single parameter and the relationship //(OD = knTi> denote the Debye frequency a),
and temperature 7>>. Then

()- 3

where %x) = x/(ex/g- I) with 0=T/0,>. From this

y (o) = <t>\{&) , which defines (j>\{6) and determines the corresponding Debye-

Waller factor: 2W = — d>.(d) ; Ms = M/as

2M, (Olt

B) Rotational modes

We represent the 'rotational band' in the frequency spectrum by:

a form that satisfies the required behaviour of the frequency distribution in the limit a> —>0
1101.

From this representation, we obtain
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where ft>, = kT/h , K is the normalization constant, and the Debye-Waller factor for rotations

2W, = ^— y, (());
2M r

C) Vibrational modes

In our description of molecular vibrations, we use the F.instein model to represent those high
frequency modes [9|:

where ft} denotes the eigenfrequency of they-th vibrational mode, and q its relative weight.

The width function for this model is:

^ >j) + iV'"'"

but, under the assumption that kT «//ty Vy => n(Q},j~(), and then

Finally, the Debye-Waller factor associated to these modes is:

2W = with M = MIc

•Scattering kernels

A) Elastic scattering

The elastic component of the scattering function is given by:

S''(Q,co) = exp(-2Wyrv)d(tict)) where

2W. = ^ -
Mr

= 2£r[l-cos(z?)]
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Qo denotes the (modulus of) momentum transfer for elastic scattering, in is the neutron mass,
t) the scattering angle, and

r = + +
hw^A^ hAr j ArJ

B) Inelastic scattering

The inelastic component of the scattering law according to the present formulation is given
by:

'• G'"(<w) J,(2W )* G\n{a»

^ I? p\ t, tl k\

AW W I

+ —'—r-\G',u ®Gl" + W C,'" ®G\r> + W G\"

where the index ' 3 ' reminds us that we are limiting the actual component to a three-phonon
expansion.

3. THE SYNTHETIC MODEL FOR MOLECULAR SOLIDS

Having introduced an approximate formulation to describe the interaction of slow neutrons
with molecular solids, we wish to extend its validity over the complete thermal energy range.
This will be our final prescription for a Synthetic Model for Molecular Solids (SMMS), and it
will be required to behave as the Synthetic Model for Molecular Gases when the energies
involved in the scattering process are much larger than the characteristic Debye energy of the
solid lattice. We propose

a™" =[\-R(E)]\fTSSI-cj"}+a,

R(E): a function of the total Debye-Waller factor, with R(E-+O)->I, /?(£->oo)-»0.

For the double-differential cross section, we have

**•"(£,£•,!») = (—] Yn ^S'?'{Q,co) with
\E) Y ^

ST1 (Q,O)) = [\- R(E)]{\ -ae'(E)lam (E)]r(Q,or,E) + S"el«?,a)

where £, £', and d are the incident, the final neutron energies, and the scattering angle,
respectively. As in the case of the original SSF, this pseudo scattering law also depends on the
incident neutron energy, E.
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4. PRHLIMINARY APPLICATION

Solid Methane

It is worth stressing at this point the convenience of modeling separately the different
degrees of freedom of a system, including their weights, for a calculational tool devised to
tackle situations where complete information on the system is not available. We display in
Fig.l the low energy part of the frequency spectrum for solid methane and its components as
defined in Section I, using a preliminary set of parameters (energies, effective masses). Not
shown in Fig.l but indeed considered in our calculations are the intramolecular vibrations
(ficOvi =0.17 eV, /?(0v2 = 0.37 eV) of the methane molecule, with a total weight of 0.68. We
call this complete spectrum the "synthetic frequency spectrum (SFS)", and it is clear that all
available knowledge and expertise should be put together in its construction.
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Figure 1

As an example of the synthetic spectrum capabilities, the total scattering cross section
of H bound in solid CH4 at 22K is shown in Fig.2 as calculated using the NJOY code, with
both the included Harker-Brugger (H-B) spectrum and the proposed SFS for this system.
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There is a difference in the inelastic part produced by those evaluations, but the used
SFS corresponds to a typical 'first guess' in the building of the frequency spectrum for a
given system; on the other hand, we are just comparing two calculations here.

We present now specific aspects of our three-phonon algorithm. The families of spectral
functions G(co), corresponding to 'lattice', 'rotations' and 'convolution' terms in the
definition of S^"(Q,o>) are plotted in Fig.3, for the present case (T = 22K). It is evident the

contribution to the scattering law in the small energy-transfer region, caused by C,<r> that in
turn reflects the high population of low-energy rotational modes in solid methane at this
temperature.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a new synthetic scattering function aimed at the description of the
interaction of thermal neutrons with molecular solids. The model is built as a composition of a
'low' and a Tiigh' incident energy parts, represented by a phonon expansion of the scattering
law for a molecular solid, and the classical form of the Synthetic Model, respectively.

At low incident neutron energies, both lattice modes and molecular rotations are
specifically accounted for, through an expansion of the scattering law in few phonon terms.
As the neutron energies become much larger than that corresponding to the characteristic
Debye temperature and to the rotational energies of the molecular solid, the 'phonon
formulation' transforms into the traditional description for molecular gases.
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